ADVANCE
2004
By: Sam Cook
Instructors

Pictured L-R

Back Row: Mr. Dallas Robertson—Algebra II, Mr. Dave Andersen—Computer Science,
Dr. Michael Kane—Forensic Science, Mr. Sean Dallor—Algebra I,
Dr. Art Williams—Shakespeare, Dr. Nate Pritts—Film Studies,
Mr. John Dunne—Fine Arts

Front Row: Ms. Lillian Cutshall—Geometry,
Mr. Mazhar Jamil—Advanced Math/Trigonometry, Dr. Chris Hynes—Chemistry,
Dr. Nahla Beier—Creative Writing, Ms. Jo Ann Forrester—Psychology,
Dr. David Lambert—Biology

Not Pictured: Ms. Begona Perez-Mira—Web Design
**THE STAFF**


**TEACHING ASSISTANTS**

DVANCE Staff 2004

Dale Clingerman
Night Security
ADVANCED MATH/TRIG

PICTURED L-R
Karin Davis. I got fooled by Mr. Jamil.
"Hi! I'm Henry... no."
Stephanie, you can never catch him in the act! - Anna
Jimmy L., Jimmy L., Jimmy L.

Ellie Tenada
Ninja! (hits a random person and runs away)
"Mmm... Calculator games... Muff."
- Han Cheng, your favorite super-secret stealthy ninja dude

Chick-Zee
"I'm getting too old for this kind of thing..."

"Oh, no, you don't!"

"Me too..."

ALGEBRA I

Natalie Feyes

SANDYDA

Teen Wey

Natalie Feyes

Math Rangers

Natalie Feyes

Front Row:
Faydell Collins
Charlie Shick
Michael Leung
Elaine Sawyer
Tiffany Wei
Sue Chamblani

Back Row:
Vikas Gullurabali
Seth Evory
Olivia Sheppard
Scan Tenace (Instructor)
Cynthia Young
Sue Dhillona
Lauren Hillhouse
Pictured L-R
Front Row: Anya Reitz, Jayni Karson, Ronak Patel, Divya Kashyap, Jordan Theriot, Sid Puri, Khai Tram, Maria Qayyum
Back Row: Mr. Dallas Robertson (Instructor), Phillip Floyd, Brij Gordon, Hunter Chen, Madeleine Arvett, Shao-Bo Li, Salil Joshi, Melissa Butler, Abhi Mallepalli, Kristi Bass (TA)

Pictured L-R
In Car: Liz Roberts, Margaret Reynolds, Biet Choi, Taylor Stevenson; On Car: Kon-Kon Chao, Tony Cho, Dr. David Lambert (Instructor), Jason Dillinger, Tanner Cordell (TA), Kittu Pannu

6 hrs in class
1 hr in p's
First year in ADVANCE was
awesome. hope next year's
works for us!
Biology was great. see you next year
better.

Tony Cho
Margaret Reynolds
PICTURED L-R
FRONT: BRIAN “CAP’N” SEA (TA); FIRST ROW: KRISTOPHER JOHNSON, ALICE TZENG, AMANDA BLAKELY, STEPHEN SUI, TYLER SHOCKEY, MR. DAVID ANDERSEN (INSTRUCTOR); MIDDLE ROW: MICHAEL KOPYNEC, ELIZABETH DUNN, CYRUS BAHJASSA, ARJUN ATHOLI, PADER REITZ, DAVID BUSH; BACK ROW: JOSH EYLER, ERIC RASTOPH, LUKE WILLIAMS, KYLE PRETE, KRIBY FEARS, PAUL RICHARDSON
Pictured L-R
Front Row: Tash Bryan, Jacob Gautreaux, Lindsey Luquette, Ben Aucoin, Jessica Rash, Devin Mullin, Vera Herbert, Sergio Lira, Allie Clark
Middle Row: Imani Guillory, Chris Wendling, Sarah Brewer, Ashley Booth
Back Row: Dr. Nate Pritts (Instructor), David Beier (TA)

Pictured L-R
Back Row: Shantanu Shewale, James Beier, Joseph Wu, Conrad Schott, Garrett Fortin, Penguin Peng, Michael Glaviano, Lauren Scott; Middle Row: Isabelle Jarvowsky, Dr. Nahla Beier (Instructor), Andy Cheng
Kneeling: Christine Kim, Hannah Roberts, Meredith Ventura, Aisha Navom, Tiffany Guarino, Elizabeth Dixon, Ann Glaviano (TA)
Clockwise from top center: Shahn Keattie, Shahn Carter (TA), Villega Rosmond, Dustin Keel, Phillip Honeky, Andrea Bunker, Cassie Vick.

ANDREA BUNKER: BALANCE IS ON (Bike Head))

Dr. Kane, Bob, Dr. Kane is the best.

Advance Rules

Willy Welch

Dan Cobb

Dr. Kane is the best.

May Mathews

Yulee Haydel

Hang Rules

- Koby Willbanks

Hang was pickin' awesome! -Koby Willbanks

I had so much fun!

Duncan

Pictured L-R: Dr. Michael Kane (Instructor), Britney Haydel, Koby Willbanks, Jason Wiese, Brittany Zeto, Melissa Mertz, Rick Swan, Max New, Tyler Dobbs, Charles Hollis, Wesley Welch, Hanna Garza, Taryn Ramsey, Dani Cobb, Danielle' Rosvita, Erin Loupe (TA); On the ground: Jordan Mathen, Doug Waguespack.
PICTURED L-R
TOP ROW:
MARY MARTHA KIDD
CAMILLE BULLOCK
JACKIE NEW
AYESHA SHAH
KATHERINE BARNETT
ELLIE MOODY
SARA LOWNEBERG

Back Row: Philip Hackbarth, Joseph Snow, Steven Green,
Paul Mayeur (TA), Sunny Bourbon, Charlie Deese, Daniel Kim;
Front Row: Johnny Shen, Evan Cordell, Murphy Temple,
Danielle Basford, Billy Belanger, Erik Istre,
Begoña Pérez-Mira (Instructor);
Not Pictured: Kudvo Pratt-Panford
Memories

Maddie Ferguson

Familiar music fills my ears,
Things I haven’t heard in years.
Long lost ghosts that shine so bright
& leave my dreams at the end of the night.
I don’t know what this music could be,
But it sounds just like a memory.
People & places, sights & sounds,
Come to make their nightly rounds.
Haunting reminders of the past,
But it’s the soundtrack that follows this ghostly cast.
For it’s what I hear, not what I see
That sounds just like a memory.
On no known instrument does it play,
But I know just what it has to say.
It reminds me of friends, reminds me of foes,
As the mournful melody softly flows.
And the music continues beautifully,
This is the sound of a memory.

Pre-teen Angst

Lauren Scott

I want to kill myself.
today at recess
as I was walking
to the water fountain
some fat kid called me weird.
i told him I knew that
already.
and that he was fat
so shut up.
the other kids laugh at me.
just because I wear black
and write about things
that are real
like death
and loneliness
and blood
and I don’t submit to them.
fascists.
on second thought
I don’t want to kill myself.
i have so much
to live for.
like writing.
harry x draco
forever.

not many appreciate a bench—
until, of course, it’s time to wrench
off shoes and massage calves
and complain to our better halves
about how we rue the day we knew
the sky was blue
and beautiful too
so that it drew us out of comfortable
homes away from coffee table
and easy chair to instead be
sunburned, tired, and happy.

Michael Giaviano
RESIDENTIAL ADVISORS

WE'RE ALWAYS WATCHING

Back Row: Aaron Williams, Adam Richards, Maria Kidza, Jason Stolly, Kelly Manai, Chris Cartell, Middle Row: Paul Januta (head RA), Rebecca Cohortion, Lauren Truccoli, Nick Lynch, Josh "Ray" Elder, Front Row: Carolina "Rockin" Bardston, Gretta Boudreau, Megan, Darwell, Georgetta Lang, John Bertman
Back Row: Eric Ristroph, Jason Dillinger, Josh Eyler
Middle Row: Garrett Fortin, James Beier, Tyler Dobbs, Kittu Pannu, Adam Richards (RA)
Front Row: Rick Swan, Adharsh Ponnapakkam, Marcus Allen

Most likely to open a scratching business: Sid Puri
Most likely to join a professional Dodge Ball team: Hunter Chen
Most likely to sit on a cafeteria lady’s lap: Kon-Kon Chao
Most likely to charm a teacher: Samuel Peske
Most likely to accidentally annoy everyone: Jason Dillinger
Most likely to live in a cafeteria: Abhi Mallespalli
Most likely to win every singing contest: Billy Belanger
Most likely to use his southern charm: Sean Vidrine
Most likely to die in a car accident: Tony Cho
Most likely to take over the world after 2054: Paul Richardson
Most likely to incinerate a Jupiter: Ben Aucoin
Most likely to have a sister who is your daughter: Hunter Chen
**30 Die's Babes!**

Pictured L-R
Top Row:
Meredith Ventura
Mariam Mathai
Mariam Molani
Natalie Keyes
Tiffany Wei
Lizzy Florek
Bottom Row:
Mary Martha Kidd
Ellena Moody
Ashely Booth
Nikita Changlani
Sharon Shih
Rachel Marcotte
Caroline Cardielon (RA)
Stephanie Cox (TA)

**Most Likely To...**

SHARON - be a fashion designer and marry a rich guy
MARIAM - start a minx punk rebellion
MARY MARTHA - become a dancer in outer space
ELLEN A - be a director
NIKI - have her own talk show
 TIFFANY - spill a coke on the president
MERE - be an independent thinker
ASHLEY - be the next Mike Modano
NAOMI - most likely to marry a surfer
RACHEL - be a runway model
MARIAM - sell purses on the west side of the road
LIZZY - want to visit my mom after I grow up

**The Breton Bunch**

Pictured L-R
Front Row: Ami Patel, Breton Boudreaux (RA),
Kate Fuller, Lana Skonéné,
Middle Row: Lauren Tagorda, Laura Massey,
Elaine Nguyen,
Top Row: Pooja Patel, Emma Fick,
Olivia Shepard, Sehar Khateeb,
Ann Gaviano (TA), Lindsey Luquette,
Sara Lowenberg

**Most Likely To...**

EMMA - break out of prison and join a jazz band
SARA - to win an Oscar
AMI - receive compliments for her good posture
SEHAR - become famous for her pretty dreads
LANA - be the first talk show host who shows off her collection of pets
LINDSEY - to be the first Broadway star to marry Lindsay Lohan
DIDY - say "huh?" in class
KATE - be found singing all the time
LAUREN - know what's in style
OLIVIA - never be late again
ELAINE - bring a sad person cooked
Chris' Khai Has Trays

Phillip - Most Likely To Do Trays
Khai - Most Likely To Never Do Trays Again
Ronak - Most Likely To Wake Up Late
Carroll - Most Likely To originals
Smiley - Most Likely To Wake Up Late
Michael G - Most Likely To Stay Up Late
Luke - Most Likely To Be Big Man On Campus
David - Most Likely To Be Smacked By Someone On 2nd Week (Take It As You Will)
Michael K - Most Likely To Wear Pajamas All Day
Out Of Lockers
Essica - Most Likely To Cheat
ShaoBo - Most Likely To Puntinate
Jacob - Most Likely To Come Back
Arjun - Most Likely To Be FUBU

Pictured L-R:
Front Row: Ronak Patel, David Bush, Essica, Sharma
Middle Row: Jacob Albright, Michael Cieplano, Conrad Schott, Michael Kopyrnes, Luke Williams, Chris Cordell (RA), Arjun Athali, Shao-Bo Li
Back Row: Phillip Floyd, Khai Tram

Award - Most Likely To Start Her Own Clothing Line
Lauren - Most Likely To Get The hw done from being up much after a night out
Katherine - Most Likely To Fall Down Three Flights Of Stairs And Still Be "OK"

Christopher - Most Likely To Get Cold Medicine
Joshea - Most Likely To Help
Hannah - Most Likely To Sell Turtles For A Living
Danielle - Most Likely To Become A Psychologist
Maria Jeggum - Most Likely To Win A Nobel Prize
Jayni - Most Likely To Go Into A coma From Excessive Studying
Melissa - Most Likely To Live Life To Its fullest
Cynthia - Most Likely To Have A Soap Opera

Pictured L-R:
Cynthia Young, Daniela Revilla, Melissa Mertz, Katherine Barnett, Karianne Ruggles, Georgeta Lung (RA), Maria Jeggum, Christine Kim, Andrea Buehner, Ayesha Shah, Hannah Roberts; Not Pictured: Jayni Karsan
Kelly's

Ashley Bailey- Most likely to be the old lady who lives with an unsightly number of cats
Danielle Basford- Most likely to dive into an ocean claiming to be a dolphin
Liz Dunn- Most likely to be asleep
Isabelle Jargowsky- Most likely to be arrested for conspiracy with herself
Asha Nasim- Most likely to eat Band- aid with the Queen of England
Anya Resz- Most likely to get people from her porch (al a ghost)
Pergunn- Most likely to fall off a tree bc she was flying (idk)
Inna- Not see it in front of her
Samrid- Most likely to go everywhere
Chris Wendling- Most likely to kick your butt
Bri Gordon- Most likely to take over the world with her super intense spirit animal

Lauren's Indecisive Bunch

Most Likely to:

Smani- be dumped in a trash can
Allie- be dumped in a trash can
Maddie- get cosmetic surgery done on feet
Margaret- go on a Bear Bait and eat nasty food and win
Tash- take our Japan with her cool new anime series
Jessica- develop a new kind of potato
Vera- get arrested for stealing Reba Reeves
Melissa- to have the cars eat all the chickens in the world attempt
Laura- have lots of red head
Ayesha- marry Harry!!

Pictured L-R
Front Row: Jessica Rush, Vera Herbert, Tash Bryan,
Lauren Riddle, Amanda Blakey, Imani Gallibor,
Ayesha Chacko; Back Row: Erin Loven (TA),
Lauren Truxillo (RA), Madeleine Arvett,
Margaret Reynolds, Melissa Butler,
Allie Clark

Back Row: Isabelle Jargowsky, Kim Bayman (TA), Liz Dunn, Chris Wendling
Middle Row: Danielle Basford, Mira John, Sam Cook, Bri Gordon, Ashley Bailey
Front Row: Penguin Peng, Aisha Nasim, Kelly Manuel (RA), Jordan Theriot, Anya Reitz
Maria's
Lauren Scott - Most likely to remake "The Passion of the Christ"
Tiffany Guarine - Most likely to resurrect Edgar Allan Poe
Brittany Zeto - Most likely to keep a spelling book company in business
Johnny Depp!!
Koby Wilbanks - Most likely to steal Sunny Bourbon - Most likely to write nothing & Bullock - Most likely to be Camille, a Las Vegas teabag magician
a Las Vegas teabag magician
who makes people do her bidding by bribing them with toffee
Elizabeth Dixon - Most likely to marry a gay Radiohead fan
Sarah Brewer - Most likely to become the first Garden Grove Studio TA at AVANCE
Hannah Garza - Most likely to be the next star of CSI: Houston
Jensine Norman - Most likely to make a lay-up
Alice Tzeng - Most likely to beat all the boys at football

Masked Marauders

Meghan's Drama Queens
Esther: most likely to say something that gets lost in translation. ie: "bathroom" = "plaza"
Anna: most likely to bet on a game of spades
Kathleen: most likely to cheat on a betted game of spades
Mo & Dan: most likely to create the Stephanie Yang Religion; Molly: most likely to have a hard time thinking of what she's most likely to do.
Kate: most likely to go "crazy" & jump in front of a car from a sugar/caffeine high
Erin: most likely to be driving the car and then completely & totally "accidentally" hit Kate.
Dani: most likely to boost a cap.
Britney: most likely to date an RA next year.
Liz: most likely to kill anyone in ping pong & whip up an insane plan on the tennis court & then marry Bob.
Liz T: most likely to forget to write her most likely thing.
Sarah: most likely to perform a musical on top of a lunch table.

Pictured L-R
Top Row:
Alice Tzeng
Lauren Scott
Sunny Bourbon
Brittany Zeto
Camille Bullock
Elizabeth Dixon
Koby Wilbanks
Jensine Norman

Bottom Row:
Tiffany Guarine
Sarah Brewer
Maria Kahls (RA)
Hannah Garza

Pictured L-R
Back Row: Kathleen Davis, Esther Park, Maureen Scott, Britney Haydel, Danielle Cobb, Molly Chester, Anna Rozier, Erin Lohrenz;
Front Row: Dominique Bartholomew, Liz Roberts, Meghan Harwell (RA), Elizabeth Texada, Kate Eifer
Pirate Paul and the 10 Trays

Sam: Most likely to be related to a non-Christian carpenter.
Wes: Most likely to be an Asian at heart.
Hoan: Most likely to kill someone with chopsticks.
Paden: Most likely to list baseball as a cause of death.
Charles: Most likely to star in "Braveheart II".
Joseph Snow: Most likely to hula dance.
Taylor: Most likely to have 2 million Chopsticks.
Kirby: Most likely to know 10 ways to make a yuan.
Zee: Most likely to accessorize with a forest.

Pictured L-R

Charles Hollis
Joseph Wonzy
Sam Fick
Paden Reitz
Kirby Fears
Taylor Stevenson
Wes Clark
Paul Jannise (RA)
Joseph Snow
Hoan Cheng
Paul Zee

The Babraham Lincolns

Rebecca

Pictured L-R:
Top Row: Jo-Ann Beasis, Jackie New, Biet Choi, Charleen Fei, Divya Kashyap, Maddie Ferguson, Charlie Deese, Taryn Ramsey, Behka Koch, Murphy Temple
Bottom Row: Valissa Rosemond, Praz Naccari, Rebecca Culbertson (RA)
Top Row: Josh "Tiny" Elder (RA), Michael Leung, Haydell Collins, Vikas Gulapalli
In Dryers: Jordan Mathers, Wesley Welsh, CJ Croll, Bottom Row: Dustin Noel, Nick Pollacia, Max New, Erik Istre, Sergio Lira, Evan Cordell, Andy Cheng
Not Pictured: Kodwo Pratt-Panford

Most likely to be a romantic poet: Dustin Noel
Most likely to push on a door that says "push"—Wesley Welsh
Most likely to go out with any girl that asks him out—Andy Cheng
Most likely to be a millionaire—Sergio Lira
Most likely to get a haircut—Jordan Mathers
Most likely to run into a wall—C. J. Croll
Most likely to eat athletes' feet—Erik Istre
Most likely to prove that the man is actually asleep—Max New
Most likely to not write anything on this card—Vikas Gulapalli
Most likely to take over the world—Evan Cordell
Most likely to chase after a yellow tennis ball—Haydell Collins
Most likely to become the great bill gates—Kodwo Pratt-Panford
Most likely to pass out at the dead of night—Michael
Most likely to be the next president—Nick Pollacia
Activities!
by Lana Skrypnyk

Get Up
Sports!

and Get Going

By: Luke Williams

By: Murphy Temple
Zest Found From Nothing
By: Dustin Noel

A cool spring breeze
Brought to you by the trees.
Colors calm and silent,
Delicacy found in the most unviolent.
Energetically moving through the forest,
Following the path of those who took no rest.
Greatness obtained by leadership.
Honesty is the key to this trip.
Intelligence was given to the,
Jumping from land to tree.
Kinder shall be thine soul.
Leadership beginning to take its toll.
Many have tried to surpass,
None greater than the last.
Obstructions will stop your path,
Power in your words will give them deadly wrath.
Quarrels may occur between those.
Skeptical to the king.
Trouble to him we shall bring.
United with the world you stand.
Valued like a diamond throughout the land.
Warriors with weapons can never defeat you.
X-Ray the fog thick and through.
You must tell what you know to no one not even a friend.
Zest will stay with you until the end.

Thank You Breton!

Thank you so much for all the time and hard work you put into the yearbook!
Special Thanks To:

Northwestern State University
www.nsula.edu

Northwestern State University Admissions

Northwestern State University Motor Pool

Louisiana School for Math, Science, and the Arts
www.lsmsa.edu

Cleco Corporation

Duke University and the Talent Identification Program

Centennial Wireless

Country Lanes Bowling Alley

Chef Wok

PJs Coffee and Tea

Ms. Rose Thomas, LSMSA Custodial Services

Breton Boudreaux for her creative photography & layouts

Kelly Manuel typist extraordinaire

Guess who?

A. Dr. Wood
B. TA Paul
C. Tim Wood
D. RA Breton
E. RA Chris
F. RA Lauren
G. RA Meghan
H. Mrs. Harriette
I. TA Kristi
J. TA Stephanie Yang
K. TA Sarah
L. RA Jason
M. TA Tanner

N. Head RA Paul
O. TA Ann
P. John Birch
Q. TA Nicole
R. RA Aaron
S. RA Rebecca
T. RA Bodie
U. RA Maria
V. RA Georgette
W. TA Seth
X. RA Rich
Y. TA Stephanie Cox
Z. RA Kelly

See You Next Year!
June 5-25, 2005

www.advanceprogram.org